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ECONOMY, JOBS AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 

BUSINESS SUPPORT INQUIRY  

SUBMISSION FROM HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS ENTERPRISE 

Business Gateway 

1. What does Business Gateway do well and where can improvements be made?

Business Gateway deals with the wider business base in the Highlands and Islands and generally 
has a good grasp of the local business environment, providing its customers with local market 
information, business start-up support, one-to-many events, a web portal and, where required, 
advisor time.  

HIE would recognise that Business Gateway generally provides an effective service as a first point 
of contact for businesses looking for information, e.g. starting a business, using social media more 
effectively etc. 

Our experience of working with Business Gateway as a partner over the last decade is that the 
provision of business support is usually most effective where co-location of Business Gateway and 
HIE area teams can be achieved. In the HIE region, with the exception of the Highland Council area 
and Moray Council area, Business Gateway is co-located in the following areas : 

 Argyll and Bute

 Shetland

 Orkney

 Western Isles

The benefits of co-location are: 

 it promotes a good working relationship with joint client meetings also a common
occurrence;

 more frequent conversations between BG and HIE on potential pipeline clients for HIE’s
Account Management portfolio;

 greater knowledge sharing around products and services, events and areas of potential
support;

 it reduces duplication of effort from a client perspective.

Across the region there is variability in the level of resourcing across different geographies. Due to 
reduced resources, there is a perception that Business Gateway has become more reactive, and 
undertakes limited prospecting for new clients.  An example of this is The Highland Council area 
which covers an area of 25,657 square kilometres (9,906 square miles) which is 11.4% of the land 
area of Great Britain and 32.9% of the land area of Scotland. The resource in people to cover this 
vast geography is 5 Business Gateway advisors operating out of 4 offices (Wick, Lairg, Inverness 
and Fort William). 

The Business Gateway resource in the Highlands and Islands has changed since its inception in 
2007/08, principally as significant budget pressures have been felt by the Local Authorities. 
Business Gateway is not a ring-fenced budget in Local Authorities and as a result the service is 
inconsistent across the region.  
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Whilst the provision of business start-up advice is one facet of the Business Gateway service, the 
FSB Scotland believes that business start-up rates in Scotland are lagging behind those in the 
country’s cities. FSB has found that between 2010 and 2017 the number of registered businesses in 
urban areas increased 16% (from 108,145 to 125,545) compared with only 8% in rural areas (from 
48,225 to 52,270). 

As we approach Brexit, key challenges such as improving business productivity, talent attraction 
and increasing the level of exporting companies remain. We believe that a co-ordinated focus 
across the public-sector landscape is required to provide ‘best in class’ advice and support to the 
wider business base in the Highlands and Islands.  

2. What are your views on the quality of the following services delivered by Business

Gateway:

(i) Online services;

The Business Gateway website details a comprehensive and detailed amount of information 
for businesses to access, ranging from first steps involved in starting a business, including 
business plan templates, advice on producing the plan, along with information on how to 
start and structure a business.  The website also includes downloadable market insights on 
the relevant business sector, which is useful to inform the business plan.   

Comprehensive information is also available on financing options, debt versus equity 
considerations, funding and financing, grant funding, accounting, financial management and 
tax considerations.  There are also many highly practical information entries on how to 
manage a business, including information technology requirements, environmental 
considerations, risk management, property and premises and records management.   

The Digital Boost downloadable guides on how technology can improve business are very 
useful and highly relevant, covering, cyber resilience, GDPR, social media, SEO and website 
optimisation, data analytics, paid advertising and e-commerce.  Online services also cover a 
range of sales and marketing considerations, such as branding and downloadable marketing 
plan templates, along with human resources consideration for recruiting and employing staff. 
The online services delivered by Business Gateway are comprehensive and highly relevant, 
covering all the main areas involved in starting and developing a business.    

(ii) Workshops, events and training;

There are a good number of workshops, events and training being delivered locally by 
Business Gateway, covering a wide range of highly relevant and informative subjects e.g. 
starting your own business.  However, there is a lack of consistency across the Highlands 
and Islands relating to the range and frequency of workshops, events and training. 

(iii) Business adviser service;

The Business Gateway service priority is focussed on a digital self-help service; a one to 
many service; and where appropriate a one to one advisory service. The digital portal has a 
vast amount of information to help businesses across a wide range of subject matter 
(preparation of a business plan, tax and VAT guidance, exporting etc). The one to many 
events deal with common issues of interest to the business base. The one to one advisor 
service is mixed in terms of its traction and quality of support as it depends upon the 
experience of the individual advisor. However, the time available to be spent with individual 
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businesses is limited given the resources available, which have been deployed differently in 
some Local Authorities since the inception of Business Gateway and the budget transferred 
from HIE to Local Authorities in 2007/08. This diminution in people resource (business 
advisors) has impacted on the overall reach and delivery on the ground of the service over 
time. 

To illustrate the variable Business Gateway people resource cover in the Highlands and 
Islands, the following is relevant : 

Argyll and Bute Council – 2nd largest Local Authority by area in Scotland at 6,909 sq km,
covering 9% of the total Scottish land area (census 2011). Resourced by : 6.2 FTE in
total of which there are four advisors (3.2 FTE), each covering a specific area.

Highland Council – largest local government area in the UK at 25,657 sq km, covering
32.9% of the total Scottish land area (census 2011). Resourced by : five business
advisors, a reduction from the original core advisory pool.

 Lochaber, Skye and Wester Ross (part of Highland Council area) – an area
geographically comparable to Argyll, covering 11,490 sq km and 15% of the total
Scottish land area (census 2011). Resourced by one business advisor whereas recently
it had been as high as three.

HIE believes that the support delivered by some of the LA’s is supplemented by
contractors brought in to deliver workshops and advice.

3. Has the quality of service changed over the years?

Yes, pressure on Local Authority budgets and non-ring-fenced Business Gateway budgets have 
inevitably impacted on service provision across parts of the region.  We note that LA’s have 
undertaken surveys to reflect good levels of customer satisfaction, so our focus is on the quality of 
leads passed to HIE. 

The table below outlines the volume of referrals accepted over the last four financial years: 

Source : Business Gateway National Unit 9/08/2018 

BG Area GP / AM 2017/18 2016/17 2015/16 2014/15 

Argyll & Bute GP  4 4 3 5 

AM 2 2 0 3 

Eilean Siar GP  1 5 1 1 

AM 1 4 1 1 

Highland GP  4 7 2 2 

AM 7 4 2 0 

Moray GP  5 3 2 0 

AM 6 4 0 0 

Orkney GP  3 0 0 3 

AM 2 0 3 2 

Shetland GP  4 2 0 4 

AM 2 0 0 2 

Total GP  21 21 8 15 

AM 20 14 6 8 
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Over the last: 

 4 years there is variation in the number of referrals for both Growth Pipeline and Account
Management;

 2 years a greater number of referrals have been accepted into both Growth Pipeline and
account Management;

 A key part of the Business Gateway service is to work with businesses with aspirations to
grow and progress them through growth pipeline into HIE’s account management service, by
working on a one-to-one basis with each business, providing advice and support on a range
of subject matters (e.g. business planning, financial projections, innovation, training etc). The
numbers, however, are at times low across the region.

A key challenge for Business Gateway advisors is the level of good quality prospects and therefore 

the number of conversions into HIE account management.  With a reduced Business Gateway staff 

resourcing in some areas, it is an inevitable consequence that the numbers coming through for 

consideration into HIE’s account management portfolio will be lower than anticipated as the service 

provided will tend to become spread over many aspects of the BG remit such as events, workshops 

and one to many offerings. 

4. Why do some new and existing businesses choose not to use Business Gateway?

For new businesses, we have not noticed any great reluctance to use Business Gateway.  
However, the strength of Business Gateway’s original positioning as the first stop for business start-
up has possibly made it difficult to get their offer for existing businesses across.  There are many 
sources of advice so certain businesses might go to other specialised services such as 
VisitScotland, Chambers of Commerce and Third Sector Interfaces. 

Businesses of a certain scale, or with high growth start up potential, may require additional support 
not readily provided by Business Gateway and could work with agencies such as Highlands and 
Islands Enterprise from the outset.  Businesses who are actively seeking financial investment and 
grant funding, would possibly choose not to use Business Gateway over agencies who can offer 
grant in aid contributions to fund business development projects. Many of HIE’s new account 
managed businesses come from direct contact with HIE, through events, referrals from other 
businesses or direct investment enquires. Business Gateway does not provide a high number of 
new high growth opportunities for HIE account management on an annual basis with many new 
opportunities presenting to us directly without any need for Business Gateway support. However 
there are occasions when HIE directs enquiries back to Business Gateway for further support, e.g. 
help with developing a business plan.  

The national Business Gateway web portal is seen as a useful information resource and HIE is 
aware that many businesses actively use this service. 

5. Can you give the Committee examples of how Business Gateway is helping existing

businesses to grow; for example - starting to export, innovate or employ more staff?

In Moray, the local Business Gateway has been working with a client to become operationally more 
efficient, whilst at the same time marketing their current and new product range to a wider market, 
and developing new products to target current customers.  Business Gateway identified that the 
client’s profit was a small percentage of the turnover figure and the client agreed this was something 
which needed to be addressed.  Having moved into larger more bespoke premises recently, there 
was an opportunity to create an efficient working space for the company and Business Gateway 
engaged the Scottish Manufacturing Advisory Service (SMAS) to work with the client on a lean 
approach to their operations.  Support was also provided for international trade to enter new export 
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markets in Thailand and Japan, along with the development of a marketing strategy, and 
attendance of employees on pitching and creative buying workshops, along with general and 
ongoing discussions on business planning.    

In Inverness, as part of the ‘Entrepreneurial Academy’ colleagues in the local Business Gateway 
office referred clients to a one-day skills workshop, where they actively participated in pitching skills, 
brand development and entrepreneurial sales. These workshops are now being rolled out across 
the Highlands and Islands and participants will include Business Gateway business base clients. 

Additionally, Business Gateway clients across the Highlands and Islands took part in a 3-month pilot 
of a virtual accelerator, which HIE delivered in partnership with ESpark. This focussed on 
acceleration of growth activities and, following on from this, some clients moved into HIE account 
management. 

Outer Hebrides Business Gateway (OHBG) delivers business support schemes funded by the 
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar.   

Grants for Growth was launched by OHBG in 2017 to provide support to businesses operating in 
key sectors with plans to grow turnover by at least £50k within three years. Uptake on the scheme 
has been largely positive within the Outer Hebrides. The programme offers two specific activities: 

 Grants – to support business growth activities, particularly: capital expenditure; marketing,
eCommerce; reaching new markets; and any other relevant non-statutory costs relating to
growth. Grants of up to £20,000 are available through GfG.

 Specialist Advice – One-to-one support with specific issues relating to growth particularly:
marketing; tendering, access to finance; growth-strategy; business processes and HR/
recruitment. Grants of up to £2,000 are available towards this activity.

To date, 13 applications have been approved in a range of sectors, including food and drink, 
creative, tourism, manufacturing and textiles. The total project cost of these investments was almost 
£300k of which the Comhairle’s Grants For Growth scheme has invested almost £110k (38%). The 
total annual turnover of these businesses is expected to be around £2.5m. In total, 29 jobs are 
expected to be created (23 FT, 6 PT) and 4 FT jobs safeguarded. 

The economic benefits to the local economy are considered significant in terms of supporting 
business development across the islands and investing in opportunities and jobs.  Experience 
suggests that local businesses view OHBG as a ‘good starting point’ to seek advice on growing their 
business.  OHBG continues to engage with external partners such as HIE, RES, SDS, SMAS, 
Inverness Chamber of Commerce and SE. The resources and expertise provided through this 
powerful network are advantageous to SMEs of the Outer Hebrides.  

6. How well have local authorities run Business Gateway services? What are your

views on whether services are best delivered ‘in-house’ or contracted out?

The Local Authority delivery of Business Gateway services is good where there is a dedicated team, 
with senior management being involved in the delivery of services and monitoring of outputs and 
feedback from local businesses.  Business Gateway service provision across the Highlands and 
Islands seems to work best when advisors are co-located with HIE, where joint meetings can take 
place with a client and there is mutual understanding and purpose from the outset providing the best 
possible advice and/or funding support available. The client receives a seamless service from 
Business Gateway and HIE being guided through what is required to move from Growth Pipeline 
into being considered by HIE for suitability to Account Management. 
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However, not all council areas have a dedicated team, (some staff undertake Business Gateway 
activity as part of a wider local economic development role), and the resource challenge can be 
amplified by budget scrutiny in some Local Authority areas. 

The contracting out model has not really operated in the Highlands and Islands as the only Council 
area to change its model from an in-house provision was Highland Council. However, they 
contracted with their economic development subsidiary company, Highland Opportunity Ltd, to 
deliver Business Gateway services across their Council geography.  

Other sources of advice and support 

7. What are the alternative sources of advice, funding and support available to

Scotland’s businesses at a local level?

There are a wide range of sources of advice and funding available for businesses. 

This includes: 

 banks, asset finance houses, peer to peer lending organisations, crowd funders, local
business angel syndicates Scottish Investment Bank,

 accountants, lawyers and other professionals,

 Chambers of Commerce, Visit Scotland, SDS, FSB, SMAS, and Trade Associations such as
Scotland Food and Drink

 Funding and advice is available from HIE, where we prioritise our client interventions
through account management in order to accelerate growth and resultant impact.

 Localised funding such as:

 North Highland Regeneration Fund

 Wind farms

 Various trusts

 Various council led grant or loan schemes

8. Where are there gaps in business support at a local level? What could be done to fill

any gaps?

The current landscape for business support can appear confusing to customers. HIE, in its 
submission to the Enterprise and Skills Review, advocated that the overall approach is simplified 
and joined up more effectively than its present operation: 

 Available to all: a simplified, ‘no wrong door’ access to universal business support delivered
digitally through a business portal with effective signposting to relevant private and public
sector support mechanisms. This will be available to all current businesses in Scotland and
new business start-ups but will have primary focus on those with a local focus and impacts.

 Available to segmented businesses: targeted intensive support which builds on the
enterprise agencies’ proven successful approach to account management. Clear,
transparent criteria for segmentation to be published. Potential for shorter, sharper
engagements which focus on an agreed set of milestones and interventions which are
evaluated on exit. The approach will be agile and proactive, with acceleration of growth the
key outcome.
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 Available to wider business base: a blended approach of digital and self-service tools,
facilitated by expert help. This will focus on driving transformational change across the broad
existing business base and start-ups where there is ambition and potential capability to go
beyond local markets.

Since the publication of the Enterprise and Skills Review, HIE has worked collaboratively with the 
Strategic Board, and key partners such as Scottish Enterprise, Skills Development Scotland and 
Business Gateway in progressing a simplified approach to business support. There are 
opportunities for greater collaboration, reviewing approach to development and delivery of products 
and services and more aligned use of digital technology and data and a more holistic approach to 
business support. These will enable all partners to provide a better service, helping to combat some 
of Scotland’s challenges around productivity, business start-ups and scaling for the benefit of the 
Scottish economy.  This new common environment also needs to continue to allow flexibility to be 
able to respond and meet the needs of individual geographies, sectors, businesses and 
communities.   

9. What other business support services (beyond the Business Gateway) are provided

by local authorities and how important are they to local businesses?

Local Authorities provide advice to business around many of its core functions such as trading 
standards, planning and environmental health etc.  Businesses feedback positively on the support 
they receive from some of these services. 




